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TODAY...
9:15 - 11:00’ish:

Core Design lecture

11:15’ish - Monday: Defining innovation tracks

STATUS...

design
cycle fuzzy!

Various design methods, development models, and frameworks has been proposed
and tested in an attempt to tackle the fuzzy front end of digital design projects.
Stuart Pugh [1990] together with later contributions from Buxton [2010] uses a
funnel metaphor to show how the design process constantly converges, but with
iterative divergent loops for each phase in the process. The ISO 13407 standard
[1999] together with life cycle models like Boehm’s [2000] emphasise these iterations,
and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already
established concept details.
In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Digital Media Creation Cycle, by Rosenstand & Kyed, with product formation, realization and
Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.
Rosenstand & Kyed 2013 + Vistisen & Rosenstand 2016
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NEXT WEEK...
cluster 1

cluster 2

I got it! I know how to solve the
problem, and my idea is basically
the best idea since both pickled eggs
and the iPhone!
NOPE
...said all design students at some point

Local hill climping
The first idea gives us a space to explore...
I got an idea!

Greenberg et al 2011

Local hill climping
After some time and work we reach ‘the local maxima’
...we iteratively climb the hill
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Greenberg et al 2011

The problem is quite clear
The local maxima is not always equal to the global (optimal) maxima

Greenberg et al 2011

...history has a lot of examples
So get ‘the right design’ before working to get ‘the design right’

The inertia of innovation
We need tools that allow us to avoid the pit fall of local hills

“In terms of stifling innovation, good ideas are more
dangerous than bad ones. They take hold, assume
momentum, and therefore result in intertia”
Buxton 2007

...intertia must be avoided

But how do we identify
what the global maxima is?

case example
the north sea wanted an engaging digital experience

The visitor group of tweens (10-12
years) mostly saw a visit with their
family to the Oceanarium as more of
duty, rather than a fun experience...
...instead they sat with their phones

the movie maker
direct a slap stick movie of your family’s visit

design
cycle: ideas

and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already
established concept details.
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In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1).
Ideas

Figure 1: Digital Media Creation Cycle, by Rosenstand & Kyed, with product formation, realization and
Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.

The idea is generated as the basis for a project vision, which
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formulated
and illustrated
in different
ways.
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mapping insights

sketching ideas

high concepts

exploring the spectrum is crucial!

Greenberg et al 2011
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distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
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While the digital media creation cycle is generic and comparable to other design cycle
models, it is chosen as the organising framework for our contribution due to its
emphasis on decisions regarding the transgressions between each step of the design
process. The cycle illustrates a range of sub-decisions between the major phases, each
qualifying the transgression to next sub-decision. We see these sub-decisions as

Concepts converge towards mixing features and content

more sketching

it became rather complex

and then we can do this
and this and this and
this and this and this
and this and then this
and this and this and
this and this and this
?
#!

stop

THE PROBLEM WITH MVP’S

minimum viable products are ofte to feature-focused

THE MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT
how do we start small in order to scale big?

“The minimum viable product is that version of a
new product which allows a team to collect the
maximum amount of validated learning about
customers with the least effort.”
Eric Ries (2009)

THE PROBLEM WITH MVP’S

minimum viable products are ofte to feature-focused

THE PROBLEM WITH MVP’S

minimum viable products are ofte to feature-focused

design
cycle: core design
Talk about desired core qualities
before finalized complex ideas

design
cycle: core design
The basic idea of Core Design is to focus on the core of the
future system, make that work with as few features and assets as
possible, check it again, and be sure it actually works; and then
create the full system around the core.
Behind any complex system, there is a simple core system.
?!?!?!
Rosenstand (2014) + Vistisen & Rosenstand (2016)

it is a bit abstract with
all the cores and big
shits and all…

Behind any complex system,
there is a simple core system.

and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already
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In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1).
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Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.
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While the digital media creation cycle is generic and comparable to other design cycle
models, it is chosen as the organising framework for our contribution due to its
emphasis on decisions regarding the transgressions between each step of the design
process. The cycle illustrates a range of sub-decisions between the major phases, each
qualifying the transgression to next sub-decision. We see these sub-decisions as

The core design manifests the quality criterias as the minimum
viable feature and content...
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core
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app
sketching from static to animation-based
STATIC SKETCH

10 SECOND ANIMATION

CLICKABLE MOCKUP

WAYFINDING VIA iBEACONS

TRACKING OF PERSONS
ACROSS SCENES

INTERACTION WITH CONTENT
DURING CAPTURE
MORE ANIMATED
WITH FACTS

FEATURE & CONTENT
QUALITY CRITERIA
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‘BE FUN’

“LEARNING”
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and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already
established concept details.
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In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Digital Media Creation Cycle, by Rosenstand & Kyed, with product formation, realization and
Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.
Rosenstand & Kyed 2013 + Vistisen & Rosenstand 2016
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direct a slap stick movie of your family’s visit

new insights!
10%

90%

WAYFINDING VIA iBEACONS

TRACKING OF PERSONS
ACROSS SCENES

INTERACTION WITH CONTENT
DURING CAPTURE
MORE ANIMATED
EFFECTS

LIVE RECORD,

FEATURE & CONTENT
QUALITY CRITERIA

SAVE CLIPS,
EXPORT MOVIE
‘BE FUN’

“LEARNING*

“USE FOR MARKETING”

“BE SUSTAINABLE”

“PROVIDE DATA INSIGHTS”

NORDSØEN
MOVIE MAKER

and how knowledge is generated through each step to guide the process forward or to
go back and change the previous steps. Kim & Wilemon [2002] points out that major
conceptual iterations can be attained easily and abundantly in the fuzzy front-end
phase because rejecting a proposal comes at a relatively small cost, while the later
development phase emphasizes iterations that mainly scale or adjust already
established concept details.

design
cycle: backwards?

In continuation of Kim & Wilemon, Rosenstand & Kyed [2013] has detailed this
distinction between fuzzy front-end and production phases further towards the
design of digital media technologies. They detail fuzzy front-end as a major iterative
movement from the project setting to 1st usable. This is framed as product formation
of the digital media creation cycle (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Digital Media Creation Cycle, by Rosenstand & Kyed, with product formation, realization and
Q.A. as the major steps, and a range of sub-steps, each indicating a decision point of the design process.
Rosenstand & Kyed 2013 + Vistisen & Rosenstand 2016

While the digital media creation cycle is generic and comparable to other design cycle
models, it is chosen as the organising framework for our contribution due to its
emphasis on decisions regarding the transgressions between each step of the design
process. The cycle illustrates a range of sub-decisions between the major phases, each
qualifying the transgression to next sub-decision. We see these sub-decisions as

The contract is decided, and should be realized through
the 1st usable - how do we respond to new insights?

technology constraints
what if cannot explain technical constraints with words

and discuss the potential, and establish consensus about the most feasible decision.
Following Kacprzyk & Fedrizzi’s [1988] consensus definition, animation-based
sketching here took the role of the facilitating medium, which helped the
stakeholders express design alternatives and challenge opinions about the design,
and to frame the discussion towards the decisions needed to be made. This mediating
weofuse
tools
tofurther
trangress
the steps
in the
role
the design
animations
would
be the basis
for creating
the cycle
first functional
prototypes for the 1st usable, where the complexity of ‘how to realise the design most
efficiently’ was reduced. In total, the production formation for the augmented reality
development is depicted in figure 6.

trangressions
Ideas

Figure 6: The product formation of the North Sea case. Our focus on facilitating consensus in the
transgression between initial concept and core design is highlighted together with the tested animationVistisen & Rosenstand 2016
based sketches used to facilitate consensus

A transgression is forward moving, but should allow for
backwards feedback loops if it affects prior decisions

The next section presents four examples of animation-based techniques used in
transgression between concept and core design. We describe the applied animation
technique, and how it enabled the group decision making process in order to reach
consensus about the issues at hand. The animated sketches can be examined by
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Rosenstand & Vistisen (2014)

CORE DESIGN
FRAMEWORK

what are your
quality criteria?

1. What are your key insights from your research?
2. Translate insights into quality criteria
3. Map the insights from the core criteria and out to the outer circles
4. Make different configurations and ideate feature/content based on quality criteria

MONDAY...
case partner meeting no.

2

1. Each group presents their key findings for case partners individually
2. You should present 5 innovation tracks for your possible concepts
3. Negotiate which (converged) direction to follow in the concept development
4. A successful meeting ends with a ‘contract’ on prioritized quality criteria(s)
5. Write a short summary on ucrac.dk which formulates the quality criteria(s)
(send your case partner an e-mail with a link to the summary after the meeting monday afternoon)

questions?

case example 2
A group of design students were tasked to
x
come up with concepts for how to better
introduce immigrants and fugitives to the
danish labour marked, and integrate them in
the working culture of Denmark

case example 2
x

case example 2
x

case example 2
x

Informed a design move towards creating the 1st usable
interactive prototype of the product...
Thus, the information was functional in moving the design process forward.

CROSS COUNTRY SERVICE
DESIGN

BIG DATA INTEGRATION

ONLINE PLATFORM

GETTING TO
KNOW CULTURE
AT WORKPLACES

BEING ENTERTAINING
BE THE BASIS FOR
FURTHER EFFORTS IN
INTEGRATION
BE A POLITICAL TOOL
FOR INCLUSION
POLICY MAKING

